Abstract -Infinity-variables (oo-variables) 
The fact that the internal node currents I3 and I4 are zero Given a digital circuit, it is possible to analyse it using means that the dependent currents are unaffected by these Boolean algebra in order to identify its logic function. elimination operations which affect only the admittance Also, it is possible to synthesise a circuit from a logic matrix. Thus the voltage and current vectors in eqns (1) -specification. Until recently, no such framework existed (3) have a form that can always be inferred from the matrix for analogue circuits. The admittance matrix is potentially partition lines and hence they do not need to be shown attractive as a framework because of the elegant way that it explicitly. Since reduction of both the 4 x 4 and 3 x 3 handles passive elements, but for ideal active elements, matrices leads to the same 2 x 2 port matrix, we can including the transistor and op-amp, there is a problem of describe all three matrices as port equivalent. With this infinite matrix elements [1] , which has led to the modified understanding we can write the following equivalence: last matrix does not contain Gm, or Gm2 and the centre If the oo-variables cemi in the first matrix in eqn (6) are matrix does not contain Gm2, conditions for these variables replaced by finite variables Gmi we obtain the LH matrix in do not need to be stated. There is no problem in applying eqn (4). Hence matrices with oo-variables can represent the limit to the last matrix in eqn (5), since it does not the non-ideal case (with finite values) as well as the ideal contain Gm, or Gm2, but there is a potential problem for the case where they imply limits on the matrix equations.
first matrix and centre matrix as some of their elements Thus, the limit indicated by a limit-variable is best treated become infinite. However, the last matrix in eqn (5) as a potential limit that may or may not be actualised. It is implies that the relationships between the port variables I, convenient to indicate actualisation of the limit by an I2, V1 and V2 must be finite and since the first and second apostrophe, e.g. cmi instead of°°mi, as in eqns (6) and (7).
matrices must remain port-equivalent to the third matrix in g g the limit, the property of finite relationships between port
variables must apply to all three matrices. Thus, when the G G G G elements of the matrix tend to infinity, the effect of this is a b c d
to imply finite relationships between the port variables. The two circuits in Figs 3.1sa and c are indistinguishable at type of variable that implies a limit and which we call a their ports and the ideal short-circuit is described by taking limit-variable. For the case where elements of a matrix a limit with g -o in eqns (8) which can be implied using contain variable x and the matrix is a limit matrix with x < oo-variables. This leads to a matrix equivalence:
k, we replace each instance of x by the limit-variable F0 1+G -0&F -00 symbol k,. This allows eqn (5) to be written as follows:
Parameter G has effectively moved between the rows and 00ml_ -.ml 0 columns occupied by the ±oi elements. Eqn (9) For two circuits that do not possess admittance where M is an N x N matrix which may be finite or matrices (in the usual sense), namely the ideal short-circuit include oo-variables and may be singular or non-singular, and the nullor, we have shown that admittance matrices and P and Q are a sub-set and complementary sub-set, using oo-variables may be derived, as in eqn (15) port matrix contains oc-variables, then equivalent matrices -ml 0 G1 +°O'ml 0 describing the same port behaviour must exist.
0°-m2 0 G°2+°m2-The first matrix is a 2-port admittance matrix for the where we have replaced the limit conductance 02 by a limit negative impedance inverter. To go to the centre matrix, resistance x2. This example illustrates how 0-variables we have added a blank row 3 and column 3, which is may be used to overcome matrix singularity caused by permissible as it corresponds to adding an isolated node: topological incompatibility between a circuit and a chosen basis. This could be performed using perturbation and 0 GG2°G 2 0 limits in the usual way, but the use of oo-and 0-variables 2 GI 0 m0 G 1+ -l°( 18) provides a solution with circuit relevance and context.
A very important use of 0-variables is to handle zero It may be shown [8] that since the voltage at the isolated pivots in matrices; examples are given in [4, 10 -13] . The node is unobservable and its current is zero, we can
property that limit-variables may be used in algebra like introduce a set of oo-variables which link row 3 and regular variables is shared with hyper-real numbers [16] .
column 3 to any other row and column; we have chosen row 2 and column 1 in the RH matrix in eqn (18), in which VIII. CONCLUSIONS the theorem in eqn (9) allows us to move G1 to the 3,3
We have attempted a justification for the use of ooposition as in eqn (17) 508, 1969 Note that this matrix is both singular and contains oo- Suppose that we wish to change to the and Signal Processing, Springer, vol 43, no 3, pp. 297-315, 2005 impedance basis requiring inversion of the matrix: (21) on Circuit Theory and Design (ECCTD), Vol III, pp. 43-46, 2005 
